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Development Control Committee
Tuesday 22nd November 2005 at 7pm
in Community Room, Lodge Park Sports Centre, Shetland Way, Corby

Present: Councillor Latta – Chair
Councillors O’Neill, Fawcett, Noble, Heggs, Stanbra.  Councillor Pengelly
substituted for Councillor Ferns

33. Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Ferns, Rutt and Torrie.

34. Declarations of Interest
Members were asked to declare any personal interests they may have in the business to be
discussed and/or indicate whether this was prejudicial or non-prejudicial, the nature of any
interest, and whether they intended participating in the relevant agenda item.
Councillor Stanbra declared a personal and prejudicial interest in Item 04/00407/DPA – Two
Storey Extension to Great Oakley Medical Centre.
Councillor Noble declared a personal and prejudicial interest in Item 04/00117/OUT –
Warehouse, Distribution and Employment Park (Use Class B1, B2 and B8) at ex Corus site,
Phoenix Parkway/Mitchell Road, for Wilson Boden Developments.

35. Minutes of the Previous Meeting
RESOLVED that: -
the minutes of the meetings held on 18th October 2005 copies of which had been circulated to
Members, be received, taken as read and signed by the Chair as a correct record.
Head of Service (Operations) informed Committee that Item 04/00117/OUT- Warehouse,
Distribution and Employment Park (Use Class B1, B2 and B8) at ex Corus site, Phoenix
Parkway/Mitchell Road, for Wilson Boden Developments was to be deferred at this time.
The reasons for deferral were to ensure that the application was fully in line with employment
land and would have impact on other sites.  The item would be brought back to the meeting
of 20th December 2005.

36. 04/00407/DPA - Two storey extension to Great Oakley Medical Centre AT 1 BARTH
CLOSE, GREAT OAKLEY, CORBY for Dr T Harris
Head of Service (Operations) advised the Committee that notwithstanding the
recommendation that some matters remain to be satisfactorily addressed, specifically the
issue of employment uses other than Class B8 and the impact of the development on the
highway.  He therefore asked Members if the application could be deferred for consideration
at a future meeting of the Committee

RESOLVED that:-
The application be deferred to a future meeting.

37. Applications for Planning Permission
37.1 04/00407/DPA Two storey extension to Great Oakley Medical Centre AT 1 BARTH

CLOSE, GREAT OAKLEY, CORBY for Dr T Harris
The Principal Planning Officer presented a report which had previously been discussed at the
meeting on 18th October 2005.
The Officer again informed the Committee that the present scheme was significantly smaller
in scale than earlier submissions and previous concerns about highway safety and car
parking issues were no longer considered to be valid.
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Members however deferred making a decision on the application in order to consider if there
was any way to reduce the amount of motor vehicle traffic generated by the proposal and
also to investigate potential off-site additional car parking.
In response to the deferral, the applicant had submitted plans showing an additional four No.
long term (staff) parking spaces in the main car park.  There was a bus stop nearby and
every effort would be made to encourage the use of public transport and car sharing for staff.
The Highway Authority had made observations with regard to the additional car parking
spaces at the rear of the site and with regard to the provision of additional car parking on
land near to the junction of Lewin Road/Greeve Close.
Comments were contained within the report.  In addition to the Highway Authority
observations, the Planning Officer had commented that areas suggested for additional
parking, formed part of the Open Space provision of the neighbourhood and its loss would be
contrary to the Development Policies and the advice of Government contained in PPG17 –
Planning for Open Space, Sport and Recreation.
Objections from residents over its loss and the noise of general disturbance by its use as a
car park had been anticipated.
Mr Cowell attended the meeting and addressed the Committee as the residents’
representative.  He said that residents wanted to thank the Highways Authority for omitting
the entrance from Lewin Road and the parking facilities still left cause for concern.  He stated
that at the previous meeting, Councillors had raised concerns with regard to parking on Barth
Road and these concerns had not been averted, the promotion of other forms of transport for
the sick and elderly to the Medical Centre was not realistic and so, residents still had the
same concerns as previously.
Dr Harris addressed the Committee and stated that when the original application for the
Medical Centre had been agreed, including an extension, the housing now surrounding the
Centre did not exist.   He suggested that once the housing had been built, purchasers should
have been notified about the planning permission.  He also informed the Committee that
there was no other land set aside in Southern Corby for medical facilities.  This was the only
accessible site and it had been scaled down as much as possible to alleviate concerns.
There was a risk that small centres would close and this would be a loss to local populations
and on this basis, he asked Members to grant the permission.
Members discussed the issues raised by the objector and the applicant and still had
concerns with regard to parking.  They stated that the building was not the issue but the car
parking had to be resolved.  A resolution was put forward to hold a site visit in order that
Members might get a better idea of the area concerned.  This was SECONDED and a vote
was taken and the Committee

RESOLVED that: -
The application be deferred subject to a site visit.

37.2 05/00346/OUT Construction of family dwelling AT THE OLD STATION, HATTON 
LAND, GRETTON for Mr and Mrs R J Swan

The Principal Planning Officer presented a report on a site situated on the south side of
Station Road and comprising part of the curtilage of the Old Station.  The site was steeply
sloping from Hatton Lane down to Station Road and was occupied by a number of trees
protected by Tree Preservation Order, confirmed on 25th April 2002.
A previous application had been made for the site in 2003 and had been refused permission.
The reasons for refusal were contained within the report.
The present proposal was the erection of a detached dwelling and a detached garage with
access off Hatton Lane.  The proposal indicated that two trees on the northern part of the site
would be removed.
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All relevant Policies had been taken into consideration and consultations had taken place
with the Principal Engineer, Environmental Services, Landscape Adviser and Gretton Parish
Council.
Representations had been received and all comments were contained within the report.
Issues to be taken into account regarding the proposal included:-
1. the suitability of the site for development and the impact on the character of the area;
2. the effect of the existing trees protected by the Tree Preservation Order.

Although the site was shown on the Gretton inset to the Corby Borough Local Plan as
comprising part of a housing development, the principle area – the former station yard, had
been developed and this land, comprising the curtilage of the former Station, constituted a
landscape buffer between the housing and Station Road.
Accordingly, the trees on the site had been made the subject of a Tree Preservation Order
(TPO).  Because of the topography of the site, it was unlikely that a safe vehicular access
could be achieved onto Hatton Lane given the requirement that an access gradient should
not exceed 1 in 15.
The submitted scheme showed the siting of a dwelling and garage which would result in the
loss of two protected trees and in respect of the remaining trees, did not include tree
protection method statement.  It was therefore concluded that the character and topography
of this land, on the edge of the village and its location within a Special Landscape Area,
made it an unsuitable site for residential development.
Mr Kentanowich addressed the Committee as the applicant’s agent and stated that in his
opinion, the Parish Council’s comments were not relevant.  With regard to the site being
steep and vehicular access, this was a technical matter and a Highways issue not relevant at
present.  It was considered that the house was too far from the historic centre of the village to
be of concern and the land was overgrown and ill-kept.  The house would be low level,
detached and of a contemporary build with planting etc.  It was also considered that the trees
to be removed were not particularly attractive but that others would be retained.
Mr O’Connor attended the meeting in favour of the application, stating that the trees on the
land were no good and as children regularly played on the land that there was a possibility of
them getting hurt.  The land was outside the village Conservation Area and it was considered
that a house built there would encourage cars to slow down on their entry/exit to the village.
He also pointed out to the Committee that planning permission had been granted for a
considerable amount of houses on the other side of the village.
Members discussed the issues raised by the Officer and the two speakers and a Motion was
put forward to defer the application for a site visit.

RESOLVED that: -
The application be deferred for a site visit and be brought back to a future Committee
meeting.

38. Street Naming for Future Developments at Oakley Vale, Corby
The Enforcement Officer presented a report for Members to decide on Street Naming for
future developments at Oakley Vale, Corby.
As applications were submitted to the next Phase, it would be prudent to be prepared with a
pool of names which had been approved for use.  It had been the practice in Corby for a
number of years to use themes for the street naming and this was to continue.

Attached to the report was an Appendices containing groups of names relevant to Explorers,
Birds and Lakes.
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RESOLVED that:-
The list attached to the report be approved.

39. Exclusion of the Press and Public
RESOLVED that: -
The press and public be excluded from the meeting during consideration of the following
item(s) on the grounds that it/they contain information as defined in the Local Government
Act 1972 (as amended).
Enforcement Report – Corporation Street, Corby

Paragraph 13
“Information which, if disclosed to the public, would reveal that the Authority proposes:-

a) to give under any enactment a notice under or by virtue of which requirements are
imposed on a person; or

b) to make an order or direction under any enactment”.

40. Enforcement Report – Corporation Street, Corby
The Enforcement Officer presented a report to Members to decide whether Enforcement
Action was appropriate with regard to a shop premises within the Town Centre.
The premises in question, which had been granted planning permission for a change of use
in December 2002, had a Condition that stated that “use shall not occur other than wholly
within the building identified and no sitting out by or serving of customers upon the roof area
to the rear, nor anywhere outside of the building”.

At the meeting of the Development Control Committee in December 2004, an application for
variation of Condition 4 of the Planning Application and an application for the erection of a
conservatory to the rear of the café was considered .  Both applications were refused.
A further application was submitted for the erection of a canopy and the placing of seasonal
tables and chairs to the rear of the property. A temporary permission was granted for six
months.
Whilst the temporary consent was granted for the use of the rear of the premises for the
siting of tables and chairs, this did not include the front.  It was clear from visits to the
premises that tables and chairs are placed at the front of the building on a daily basis.  This
was in breach of Condition 4 of Permission 02/00376/COU as the Condition stated that “no
sitting out or serving of customers upon the roof area to the rear, nor anywhere outside the
building”.

The owner of the premises had been asked to cease from putting tables and chairs out at the
front of the premises, both by letter and verbally.  At the time of the report, tables and chairs
were still being placed in front of the premises.  The Officer therefore concluded that there
would appear to be a reluctance of behalf of the owner of the premises to comply with
Condition 4 of the original Planning Permission.

RESOLVED that:-
The Head of Regeneration and Growth, in consultation with the Head of Legal Services, be
authorised to take any Enforcement Action which was necessary to ensure that Condition 4
of Planning Permission 02/00376/COU was complied with.

41. Close of Meeting
The meeting closed at 7.50pm.


